Career opportunity in environmental technology
KW Kranwerke GmbH is a technologically leading crane manufacturer based in Mannheim. We develop
and manufacture fully automated crane systems and special dredgers with state-of-the-art control
technology for a wide range of industries and applications.
We offer our international customers tailor-made technical solutions, from the construction of new
systems to the modernisation of existing systems, as well as comprehensive services.
Due to our strong growth, we are looking for you with immediate effect as a

Electricians and service technicians/ fitters (m/f/d) - nationwide
Your Profil


Successfully completed vocational training in the field of electrics, electronics, electrical
engineering



Knowledge of Special mechanical engineering, measurement technology and the required
measurements according to DGUV as well as knowledge of the current safety standards and
certifications (ISO 9001, SCC)



Confident handling of and experience with common electrical engineering components (Siemens,
Phoenix Contact, Rittal, ABB etc.) as well as basic knowledge of Siemens PLC S7 and TIA Portal



Independent, solution-oriented work, friendly demeanour, willingness to travel, and possession
of a class B driving licence



Knowledge of German is an advantage

Your Tasks


Carrying out assembly, maintenance, and repair services of crane systems at customers'
premises



Assembly and connection work, including
- Cabling and wiring of special machines and connecting electrical components
- Accident prevention tests, troubleshooting/ analysis and measurements according to DGUV
rules



Commissioning and functional testing

We offer


A challenging job with corresponding remuneration



Active support during induction phase



Career opportunity: site manager (site coordination at home and abroad, supervision of
subcontractors)



Social benefits



A friendly team



Long-term permanent position

Have we sparked your interest?
Then send us your application documents today! We look forward to receiving your e-mail. Do you have
any questions? Filiz Rausch will be happy to help you.
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